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The growing relevance of the black-sea / eastern mediterranean 

sub-region and the role of turkey 

 

Geographically the Mediterranean is normally seen as a specific region that 

embraces Southern Europe from South-West to Southeast, connecting it with Africa, the 

Middle East and Asia. However, the size, heterogeneity and vastness of this space make it 

difficult to frame it from the geopolitical point of view as a single system and it should 

therefore be seen more as a conglomerate of partially interconnected sub-regions. 

 

Key historical sub-regions of the Mediterranean area, with particular reference to 

the eastern ones and the hinge-role of Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey 

Traditional examples of sub-regions are the Maghreb, the Mashreq, the Black Sea, 

and the Balkans. These four sub-regions represent an of historical quadripartition of 

South-Eastern Mediterranean, made up of the two non-European regions of the southern 

shore, Maghreb and Mashreq – these two separated by Libya - and the two European 

"eastern" regions, of Black Sea and the Balkans.  

The Black Sea area includes the six countries bordering this inland sea, Russia, 

Ukraine, Georgia, Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey, while the Balkans is a more political and 

uncertain geopolitical concept that includes the successor countries of the former 

Yugoslavia plus Albania and Greece. Some countries like Romania and Bulgaria are 

common two both regions, since they must also be considered Balkan countries. This is 

true in particular for Bulgaria, a country that is crossed by the Balkan mountain range, 

which gives its name to the entire region. Romania and Bulgaria represent the two hinge 

states between these two regions and their gravitation towards one or the other is 

influenced by the prevailing political system in Eastern Europe. During the Cold War, for 

example, the relations of Romania and Bulgaria with the Balkan area were marginal and 

were reduced by the divisions of bipolar and ideological confrontation, with non-aligned 

Yugoslavia and Greece as a NATO country, while economic relations were stronger, 

political and military with the Soviet Union, which geopolitically "attracted" these two 

countries to the East (and to the Black Sea). After the collapse of the Berlin Wall, Romania 

and Bulgaria (especially the latter) were the two countries that made the greatest 

geopolitical revolution, redirecting their international posture towards very close relations 

with the West, Europe and the USA, completing this process joining NATO and the 

European Union. 

The other hinge country of this area is Turkey, a country in a particularly complex 

geo-political situation, connected to different geopolitical systems of the Balkans, the 

Middle East and the Black Sea / Caucasus. Turkey in fact represents a Eurasian pivot 

straddling across these two continents, but with the particularity of being a Muslim country 

and therefore included in the political and strategic dynamics of the vast Muslim world, 

partly Mediterranean and partly Middle Eastern. The divisions of the cold war - which saw 

both the Balkans and the Black Sea space, governed by communist regimes, reduced to 

the minimum the potential interactions of Turkey with these areas, since Muslim identity 
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and NATO membership both worked against a strong neighborhood role for Ankara, in the 

Balkans, in the Black Sea and in the Middle East. Only after the fall of the Berlin Wall 

Ankara will begin to “rediscover” a profiled international posture, and the geopolitical 

complexity of being a neighbor for many different countries. This brought new dynamics 

and opened new creative possibilities and options to Turkey foreign policy.   

 

Rise (and decline) of the concept of South Eastern Europe   

The geopolitical notion of South-Eastern Europe has gradually emerged following the 

historical changes that took place in the 1990s. The concept of South Eastern Europe 

implies a vision of a common space that bridges and integrates two peninsulas, the Balkan 

and the Anatolian and that is driven by the vision of a common Euro-Atlantic destiny for the 

countries included in the region that stretches from the Gulf of Fiume to the Gulf of 

Alessandretta and limited by the Danube - Black Sea - Caucasus limes. In the concept of 

South Eastern Europe, this geopolitical line would represent a new soft boundary 

(successor to the one of the iron curtain) between the Euro-Atlantic integration space, 

based on Western values and on a common vision of international security, and the post-

Soviet space. The integrated concept of South-Eastern Europe, is therefore a product of 

the enlargement toward East of the Euro-Atlantic, pointing to include the entire Eastern 

Mediterranean, the Aegean and the Adriatic Sea, attracting the whole of the non-Arab 

shores of the great Mediterranean Area. Two conditions were necessary in order to fully 

complete and aggregate the Euro-Atlantic design: the Europeanization of the Balkans and 

Turkey.  

In this vision, the military adherence to NATO by the countries of the Western 

Balkans is important but no strictly necessary, due to their low military significance, with 

the exception of the coastal States, (Croatia, Montenegro, and Albania). These three 

countries - regrouped by the USA in the Adriatic Charter initiative - have completed, albeit 

with some difficulty, the process of joining the Atlantic Alliance. Despite these successes, 

the process of constructing the space of South Eastern Europe has marked several 

setbacks and numerous geopolitical rifts emerged in recent years bringing to the crisis of 

the geopolitical vision for the Eastern Europe. Four main factors have put the process of 

creating a geopolitical space in South Eastern Europe into the present difficulties: 1) The 

Permanence of latent conflicts in the Balkans, especially in the area of the Serbia - Kosovo 

- Bosnia Herzegovina region, as a legacy of the Yugoslav wars and the unresolved 

Serbian question in the region; 2) The progressive attenuation and crisis of the European 

project - and in particular of its enlargement dimension, especially after the 2008 economic 

crisis; 3) The change of course of Turkey, only partially due to the stalemate of the 

European Union enlargement process and largely attributable to domestic political 

developments (the advance of political Islam and the transformation of the AK Party into a 

movement with marked international political Islamist traits). 4) The geopolitical return of 

Russia to the Black Sea and the eastern Mediterranean started in 2008, with the 

involvement in the conflicts in Georgia, Crimea and Syria. This development went in 

parallel with the American disengagement of the region, started at the end of the complex 

and unsuccessful military engagement in Iraq. 
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The intersection of these four processes – at the same time interconnected but self-

nourished - have contributed to the deconstruction of the geopolitical concept of South 

Eastern Europe. On the one hand, by increasing the distances between pro-Russian and 

anti-Russian countries (with sanctions against Russia marking a new political divide 

between the two attitudes) and complicating the solution of frozen conflicts of which the 

region is scattered; this worked in the opposite way with respect to the stabilization and 

pacification processes carried out by the European Union with its neighborhood and 

inclusion policies. However, the real element of crisis in the concept of South Eastern 

Europe was represented by the geopolitical changes that occurred in Turkish foreign 

policy. As repeatedly stated in the columns of the Strategic Observatory, among the many 

drivers of this change the Syrian conflict has perhaps represented the most important 

element, the one that brought a real revolution in Turkish domestic politics and that has 

interconnected the de-structuring processes Middle Eastern geopolitical order with the 

internal changes of Turkish politics, increasingly distant on many aspects from western 

standards and expectations. 

The Syrian conflict in fact, even if it originated as a spill-over of the Iraqi civil war and 

as a cross-border territorialization of the Al Qaeda terrorist movement in Iraq that will give 

life to the ISIS, assumes a different connotation due to the ever increasing Turkish 

involvement and for the military role and Russian politician dressed in this conflict.         

The Turkish commitment leads to focus attention on the role of Kurdish military and 

political movements and their search for territorial autonomy from Syria and Iraq. While 

Russian involvement will prove decisive for Assad's survival, the failure of the Ankara-

supported regime change project contributed to the transformation of Russia policy toward 

Turkey, since Moscow and Ankara find themselves involved on different fronts of an 

unsolvable civil war. This prepared the ground for brokering a peace agreement. Turkey, 

abandoned by its Western allies that limited their commitment to indirect military support 

but without a full involvement in the Syrian conflict, had to face multiple crisis in a civil war 

without a clear line of conflict but with many fault lines and state and non-state actors: the 

determined Russian intervention in support of Assad; anti-Assad and anti-ISIS Kurdish 

militias but pro-independence; the variegated anti-Assad jihadist front subdivided in 

numerous currents and numerous sponsors, ranging from the USA, to other Arab 

countries of the Gulf who pursue their own agenda, up to movements belonging to the 

Qaedist galaxy; the Islamic State on one side and the Shiite fighters supported by Iran, 

coming from both Lebanon and Iran itself fighting the Islamic State itself into a 

sectarian/religious conflict.  

Such complex and dangerous mosaic in which it is extremely difficult to build stable 

alliances and bring together actors with common interests. A scenario that Turkey could 

probably not avoid but that, once it entered massively, the only way to get out of it was to 

come to terms with the two other regional powers with which Ankara is destined to balance 

its regional influence: Russia and Iran. The Syrian conflict has therefore played a decisive 

role for a further drive toward the Middle East of Turkish geopolitical posture and, above 

all, to further strengthen strategic political relations with Moscow.  
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In the short time space of less than a decade, Turkey has found itself having to deal 

with the explosion of three conflicts in its immediate borders: from the 2008 Caucasian one 

in Georgia to the 2014 Ukrainian in the Black Sea to the Syrian one. In all three conflicts 

Russia has succeeded in achieving its strategic objectives, obtaining de facto control over 

Abkhazia and South Ossetia (Georgian conflict), annexing Crimea (the Ukrainian conflict) 

and keeping the Syrian regime, its strategic ally, in power in the eastern Mediterranean.        

In other words, through these conflicts Russia has succeeded, with a significant 

turnaround compared to the previous decade, in strengthening and expanding its area of 

influence and presence both in the Black Sea and in the Eastern Mediterranean. That is 

just North and South of Turkey. These developments, coupled with Turkey's complex 

internal political situation resulting from the failed coup against Erdogan in 2016, have 

further led Ankara to strengthen - by choice, necessity, utility - relations with Moscow 

mainly and, to a lesser extent, those with Tehran. 

Turkey's decision to complete the purchase of the Russian S-400 ground-to-air 

system makes Ankara the first NATO country to purchase a Russian strategic defense 

system. With this result, Turkey achieves the goal of decoupling the defense system of its 

airspace from NATO alone, moving towards the creation of a hybrid system, partly NATO, 

partly Russian, partly national. This would reflect the new geopolitical position of Turkey, 

no longer totally coinciding with the vision of NATO but differentiated and with variable 

geometries. Russia, in order to favor this result, offered an advantageous collaboration to 

Turkey, favoring with the necessary technology transfers, a process of acquiring military 

capabilities. In this operation both Erdogan and Putin have obtained important advantages, 

even if the real success would seem to be Russian. Moscow, in fact, is also giving a 

military-industrial framework to the relationship with Turkey, scoring yet another 

geopolitical victory comparable to those obtained in the Black Sea and in Syria in recent 

years.  

Merging the dimension of the de-structuring of the geopolitical system of South-

Eastern Europe with that occurred in the Black Sea, in the Eastern Mediterranean and in 

Turkey itself, it does not seem illogical to see the potential for the emergence of a new 

turco-russian geopolitical space, located at the confluence of the Middle East, Eurasia and 

Western Balkans.  

It is obviously important to reiterate that geopolitical regions do not arise from today 

to tomorrow and that the processes of conception, construction and often de-construction 

of geopolitical linkages between states and regions require time frames that can be 

measured in decades. However, it is not irrelevant to consider that for at least a decade 

many political, geopolitical and economic events have eroded the feasibility of the South 

Eastern European as Euro-Atlantic region and have set in motion processes of re-

arrangement on new basis of fragments of the old geopolitical areas, some of which.         

As South Eastern Europe, originated from the logic of the cold War and its afterword.          

The transformative character of peripheral regions that share multiple fault lines should be 

reminded as well as the attraction that can originate from the change and transformation of 

power relation should be considered a historically solid concept. However, it is working in 

the case of the Black Sea / Eastern Mediterranean area is doubtful. The creation of 

regional systems does not only arise for the disappearance / transformation of previous 
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regional systems, but also requires important financial, infrastructural, shared cultural 

aggregative processes and strong economic integration. Factors that currently appear not 

to be within the reach of the regional actors involved. 

 

Analysis, assessments and forecasts  

The changes that have occurred in recent years have weakened the cohesion of the 

region of South Eastern Europe and allowed a glimpse of the emergence of a new proto-

region in the space between the Black Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean. Turkey is the 

central element of this process. In particular, the agreement for the sale of the Russian S-

400s in Ankara may be an important factor that could lead in the future to the duplication of 

the geopolitical posture of Turkey, which allows a glimpse of a scenario of a relationship 

no longer exclusive with the West but binary: swinging alternatively between Washington 

and Moscow. In such a scenario, NATO's role in this region would be profoundly 

transformed, placing the crises in this quadrant first on the Russian-Turkish bilateral level 

and, therefore, subordinately, on the level of the Atlantic alliance. The strategic revolution 

that Erdogan and Putin are putting into place in the important quadrant of South Eastern 

Europe / Eastern Mediterranean could lead in the coming years to various geopolitical 

transformations, not excluding the birth of a geo-politically region in the Eastern part of the 

Mediterranean jointly driven by Turkey and Russia national visions and interests.  


